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Whilst the principles followed by modern standards for interaction between humans and robots
follows the First Law of Robotics popularised in science fiction in the 1960’s, the current stan-

dards regulating the interaction between humans and robots emphasise the importance of physical
safety. However, they are less developed in another key dimension: psychological safety. As sales
of industrial robots have been increasing over recent years, so has the frequency of Human-Robot

Interaction (HRI). The present paper looks at the current safety guidelines for HRI in an indus-
trial setting and assesses their suitability. The paper then presents a means to improve current

standards utilising lessons learned from studies into Human Aware Navigation, which has seen

increasing use in mobile robotics. The paper highlights the importance of considering a human not
only as an object whose position needs to be refreshed, but to incorporate knowledge of human

cognition in order to predict human behaviour. To understand this, it is necessary to focus less

on how a robot avoids humans and more on how humans react when a robot is within the same
space. Currently, the safety guidelines are behind the technological advance, however, with further

studies aimed at understanding HRI and applying it to newly developed pathfinding and obstacle

avoidance methods, interaction can move closer to cooperation.

1. Introduction

”A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come

to harm”, the First Law of Robotics put forward by Isaac Asimov1 is a guiding principle

within Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). The interpretation of harm has primarily been

interpreted as physical, despite Asimov not limiting the definition to that within his short

stories. For instance, in pp.101 - 122, a robot gives people false information to prevent them

from feeling upset in order to not break the first law. Currently, technology does not allow

for a robot to be able to read someone’s thoughts, but there is the technology and research

available to understand how a robot’s actions may affect a person’s psychological well-being.

This is becoming more relevant as the number of robots within the industrial environment

increases.2

Initially designed to be used as tools for completing highly repetitive tasks,3 the range

of applications for robots has expanded significantly from providing meals, laundry, and

basic patient care in hospitals,4to tour guides in museums.5 High speed, high levels of

repeatability, and continuous programming are all advantages that robots have over human

workers. This is offset by the difficulty robots have adapting to dynamic changes in the

working environment, which human workers can generally take in their stride.

In Ref. 6, it was highlighted that there are two elements of safety to be considered

during HRI; physical safety (the action does not result in an injury for the human), and
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psychological safety (the action does not result in fear or surprise for the human). Research

into navigation whilst maintaining psychological safety has been more limited in relation to

industrial robot arms (stationary and typically high payload capabilities) than with mobile

robotics (a robot capable of moving around the environment). Although mobile robots have

been deployed for use in HRI since the late 1990s,7 and the psychological effects of robotic

behaviour were becoming prominent in the early 2000s,8 it was not until the mid-2000s

that these were combined to design a path planner that would incorporate them both into

what was coined Human Aware Navigation.9 Therefore, in order to assess the current state of

Human Aware Navigation in industrial robot arms the following questions will be addressed:

• Can the current Human-Robot Interaction safety guidelines be optimised for maintaining

the physical and psychological safety of the operator?

• Can the approaches for Human Aware Navigation in mobile robotics be applied to an

industrial robot arm?

2. Safety with Barriers - The Current State of Safety in Industrial Robot

Arms

With an increasing prevalence of HRI in an industrial environment, more attention has

been recently paid to dynamic obstacle avoidance in static base robot arms. This research

differs from mobile robot navigation in that the dynamic obstacles are generally assumed

to be a person, and therefore, the path planning and obstacle avoidance are designed with

physical safety as the main priority and come with a more conservative approach.10 The

traditional method was the use of physical barriers to completely enclose the robot when

it is in operation. However, this is beginning to change as shown by the guidelines set in

ISO 1021811 and ISO/TS 15066.12 Following these guidelines, when a human enters the

workspace of the robot arm, one of the three following measures must take place for safe

collaborative operation.

The first measure is called a Safety-rated monitored stop which involves the robot ceasing

motion before the operator enters within a pre-set distance from the robot, and may resume

once the operator has left. The second measure is called Speed and Separation monitoring

which involves the robot maintaining a protective separation distance, which can be reduced

with reduced robot speed. If the distance is reduced to below a set value, then the robot

ceases motion. A third measure is called Power and Force limiting, it involves reducing

the levels of impact should a physical contact between the robot and the operator occur.

The reduced impact can be achieved by increasing the contact surface area, mechanisms

and/or materials for absorbing the energy, extending energy transfer time, and limiting

movement masses. These can be categorised into two distinct strategies: Pre-collision and

Post-collision. A pre-collision strategy aims to prevent a collision from happening (Safety-

rated monitored stop, Speed and Separation monitoring), whilst a post-collision strategy

aims to minimise the potential damage when a collision occurs (Power and Force limiting).

Although not a collision avoidance/mitigation strategy, ISO/TS 15066 also mentions Hand

Guiding within the HRI guidelines, which involves the robot performing a Safety-rated

monitored stop followed by the operator manoeuvring the end effector.

Although the collision strategies significantly reduce the physical harm, they do not fully

mitigate the likelihood of an injury.13 A person can still collide with inanimate objects, which

means that the robot stopping when a person enters the workspace is not a guarantee of

physical safety, and even with the robot’s speed and force being reduced, the person can still

come to harm as a result of their speed and force. Furthermore, a robot that would either

collide with or ceases working when a person enters the workspace is not ideal for HRI. The

strategies also do not consider the effects of HRI on the person’s mental strain, which has
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been linked to the actions taken by the robot.14

The strategies have also not taken into account technological advances, such as the

development of increasingly complex on-board systems, especially machine vision systems.

Whereas early robotic systems were reliant on laser distance scanners for interpreting the

world around them, and many are still used, more modern systems can use depth and colour

camera systems capable of relaying a significantly greater amount of information.15,16 A laser

scanner can provide a highly reactive and detailed image of the distance of an object from

the robot, but it cannot be used to interpret human features, gestures, or emotions in the

same way as an RGB-D camera. Furthermore, the increase of processing power allows for

detailed analysis of what a vision system is receiving. Therefore, the capabilities of robots in

HRI have improved in both complexity of the tasks and ability to keep the operator safe, as

well as receive and interpret information regarding the person’s stress and mental workload.

By taking the factors mentioned above into consideration, one can argue that the current

guidelines are not optimal for maintaining the physical and psychological safety of the

operator. Human Aware Navigation,9 a field of mobile robotics, does take both physical and

psychological safety into consideration. The lessons learned from studies into this recent

field may provide a means to inform and improve the current guidelines.

3. Human Aware Navigation

In order to operate and be accepted in the same environment as people, a robot must not only

be able to avoid collisions with them, but also recognise and act accordingly to the social

behaviour of humans.17 Pathfinding and avoidance algorithms that take this factor into

account are now finding increased relevance in robotics.18 Ref. 19 argued that for navigation

to be considered human-aware, the robot should be able to convey in an understandable

manner its current state, current goal, as well as its imminent move. Since this definition

in 2000, the criteria for Human Aware Navigation have become more sophisticated. In this

section, studies using the concepts of Human Aware Navigation will be reviewed, first for

mobile robotics and then for robot arms, assessing similarities to determine if the former

can inform the latter.

3.1. Mobile Robots

For Human Aware Navigation, the robot must be able to make decisions which ensure not

only safe, reliable, and effective motion, but also socially acceptable motions.20 Ref. 21

states that proxemics provide the fundamental outline for a socially acceptable distance

for people. This can then be utilised as a reference for socially acceptable distances for

robots. These socially acceptable distances can be used to designate comfort zones, with the

closer the zone, the higher levels of stress the person would experience should a stranger

enter it. However, there is no consensus on the most accurate social spacing model. The

most prominent models for social spacing around an individual can be found in Ref. 22.

The model displays four social spacing shapes around a person which dictate the different

comfort zones; concentric circles, egg-shaped, elliptical, and elliptical which is skewed on

the dominant side. Each of these shapes can be applied depending on the context of the

interaction, but they all suggest that the social sensitivity of the person decreases with

increasing distance away from the person.

Ref. 23,24 used such a model to develop an algorithm leading the robot to avoid an el-

liptical space, deemed too close for comfort, outside of one’s field of view. In this condition,

the robot followed a smooth path at a socially acceptable distance around the person. When

compared to a static obstacle avoidance algorithm, which does not apply social distances,

there was an increase in physical comfort. An advantage to designing a framework using
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Human Aware Navigation is that it does not require a complete overhaul of existing frame-

works for maintaining physical safety. Ref. 25,26 also applied a proxemics based model when

developing their mobile robots, which reduced the stress caused to a person as a result of the

robot navigating a crowd. Ref. 27 iterated on their design further by adding the capability

of predicting the person’s reaction to the robot’s possible actions and taking the course with

the lowest social work impact, again reducing the stress further. Ref. 28 expanded on this

model to develop a socially acceptable, human-like collision avoidance system for a robot

moving amongst pedestrians. As with Ref. 27, the model was first calibrated by the robot

moving towards the person without collision avoidance to determine the socially acceptable

distance instead of using proxemics. The system also operated on a collaborative avoidance

basis, where both parties move to avoid the collision, as is the case in most human-human

collision avoidance situations.29 Surveys taken by participants reported that the robot with

the updated model gave the perception of being safer, as well as the results showing the

avoidance system performed objectively safer.

Although the human always having priority is generally considered an important aspect

for social path planning,30 people unfamiliar with a robot and its capabilities will usually

opt to give way.29 This highlights another issue regarding how the robot can convey it’s

current goal. Ref. 31,32 proposed five methods for a robot to express intent without the use

of verbal or facial clues. Sound was shown to be the most legible method to indicate approach

intention when within the intimate zone (<0.46m), and approach angle (orientation, posture,

and body movement) was significantly better further away than the intimate zone. The

participants were more comfortable when the robot was approaching at an angle instead

of head on, a similar finding to Ref. 33 previously. Ref. 34 iterated further to develop the

requirements for a proxemically competent robot.

In HRI, the robot must also be able to interpret a person’s intent. A person’s orientation

and body pose with respect to the objects around them is a key social cue necessary for a

robot to operate within the same environment. Without this, a robot would fail in a task

as commonplace as standing in a queue.17 The body pose can be a useful indicator of the

short-term motions a person will make, and face orientation has the potential to show a

person’s intent in the long term.35 Furthermore, face orientation can provide cues as to a

person’s field of view. Ref. 36 developed a model taking into consideration not only the

persons perceived field of vision but also potential sources of occlusion. This was designed

to reduce the chances of the robot to surprise the person, but can also be applied to ensure

the person can clearly see the robot and displays of planned movement.

The speed of the robot has also been shown to affect a person’s comfort. Ref. 8 used a

mobile robot at varying speeds when approaching a person. The speeds for optimal comfort

were between 0.25-0.4 m/s, but significant discomfort was not reported until 1.0 m/s, whilst

discomfort and frustration were suggested at speeds below 0.25 m/s. The frustration at low

speeds and preference for higher speeds by the people is further corroborated by Ref. 37

for a robot using collision avoidance. This was attributed to the robot avoiding a potential

collision quicker at higher speeds, and frustration at the delay in avoidance caused by lower

speeds. The robot was also perceived as less safe at lower speeds. Though these studies found

similar results, they all used robots of a similar height (between waist and head height for

an average person). Little is known as to how the height and size of the robot would effect

speed on a person’s comfort.

From this review into Human Aware Navigation in mobile robotics the path planner can

utilise a model based upon proxemics spacing. However, the distances for what is socially

acceptable require updating for HRI, as these have been shown to differ when compared to

human-human interaction. A model incorporating an understanding of a person’s available

field of view has also been shown to help improve the interaction. Table.1 gives a summary
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of the main findings in section 3.1.

Table 1. A summary of the lessons learned from reviewing the current standards of Human Aware
Navigation in Mobile Robotics

Studied and understood Requires more research to be

in Mobile Robots confidently understood in Mobile Robots

Proxemic guidelines for human to human interaction Link between robot’s size/shape and

can be applied to mobile robotics person’s comfort

Human Aware Navigation can be used alongside The appropriate proxemic spacing model

existing navigation methods for a mobile robot

Robot legibility increases the person’s comfort How does the robot’s speed and proximity

effect the person’s comfort

3.2. Robot Arms

Unlike physical safety maintenance, the development of Human Aware Navigation in robot

arms is less developed than in mobile robotics. This could be due to the robot arms being

more applied in industry, where they are often separated by physical barriers. Such a setting

greatly limits the opportunity for HRI and, as a result, reduces the relevance of psychological

safety considerations. Once the barriers are removed however, robot arms should be meeting

the same psychological safety measures as mobile robots. Because the removal of the barriers

and the introduction of collaborative robots is becoming more prominent, psychological

safety with robot arms is more relevant than ever.

Although robot arms and mobile robots share many qualities, there are some significant

differences. One would be the extra dimension of available movement and the added degrees

of freedom of movement in robot arms. This inherently makes the robot arms more complex,

making its planned movements harder to read.38 Proximity and speed of the robot arm

during HRI are key measures. A decreased distance increases the mental workload and

discomfort of a person, but the effects of speed are less clear.39,40 Similar to mobile robotics,

the influence of size of the robot on comfort and mental workload are not clearly established.

By improving the psychological safety of a robot, there is a desirable side effect. A

robot arm utilising Human Aware Navigation, generally increases the operator’s comfort,

improving their efficiency14 and also the efficiency of the robot as it will have less idle time.41

The reduced idle time may be attributed to the implementation of path predictive planners,

a key part of Human Aware Navigation. Therefore, rather than reacting to the sudden

appearance of the person and waiting until they have vacated to a safe distance, the robot can

adapt and move around to prevent the emergency stop taking place. By accurately predicting

where the person will be in accordance with their own position, the robot can also reduce

annoyance, surprise or obstruction.9 Despite the perceived improvements in comfort levels

experienced by people when a robot is using Human Aware Navigation, Ref. 14 highlights

that their study and similar previous studies only observe these changes for a relatively

short period of time. As the end goal of many studies is for a system to be implemented

in an industrial environment, the robots would be collaborating with human workers for an

extended period of time which may present unforeseen variables.

In industrial HRI, overall trust in the robot is linked to trust in the robot completing

the task. Ref. 42 assessed the extent to which HRI task efficiency is dependent on how

much the human trusted the robot with the task. The results showed that task efficiency

did improve as trust increased up to a point, from which an over-reliance in the robot would
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then decrease performance. This would suggest that there is an optimal level of trust over

which performance would be impaired.

As with physical safety only pathfinding and obstacle avoidance, mobile robots and robot

arms can follow similar principles, with some minor changes due to the way they move

throughout the world and the different applications they have. Path predictive planners,

speed and proximity are all measures that can be transferred across from mobile robots to

robot arms with modification. Nevertheless, the impact these have on the person during

HRI requires further study. The data from these studies can then be implemented into a

Human Aware Navigation algorithm for a robot arm, and also aid in developing improved

safety guidelines for robot arms in industrial HRI.

4. Conclusion

At the beginning of this review, a question was posed: Can the current Human-Robot Inter-

action safety guidelines be optimised for maintaining the safety of the operator? The safety

guidelines set in TS 15066 present methods of reducing the likelihood of physical injury

as a result of a robot’s actions but, as highlighted in the introduction of this paper, that

is considering only the potential physical impact in HRI. Therefore, they can be improved

upon. In order to improve the quality of the human element of Human-Robot Interaction,

it is important to develop a better understanding of how the robot’s action (or inaction)

can influence the operator. A solution to this was proposed by using the guidelines which

inform Human Aware Navigation.

Therefore, a second question was posed: Can the approaches for Human Aware Naviga-

tion in mobile robotics be applied to an industrial robot arms? The reviews in sections 3.1

and 3.2 show the potential crossover between human aware planners in mobile robotics and

in robot arms and is summarised in Table.2.

Table 2. A summary of the lessons learned from Human Aware Navigation in mobile robotics
and their potential applications in industrial robot arms

Can be readily transferred Requires more research before

from Mobile Robots to Industrial Robot Arms being applied to Industrial Robot Arms

Interpretation of a person’s intent by the Legible and predictable robot motion

robot through machine vision and learning

Robot motion based upon a person’s field How does the robot’s speed and proximity

of view affect the person’s comfort

Link between the robot’s size/shape and
the person’s comfort

The appropriate proxemic spacing model
for an industrial robot arm

Despite the limitations of studies into Human Aware Navigation and the difficulties of the

subjective nature of concepts such as comfort, fear, and surprise, it is clear that speed and

proximity of a robot can effect a person’s comfort. This can lead to an objective improvement

when using Human Aware Navigation in HRI: the efficiency of both the human and the robot

is increased. Even with this improved efficiency, HRI is not widespread in industry. One of

the main reasons for the relatively few occurrences of such interaction can be attributed to

safety regulations being behind the advances in technology. Nevertheless, with further studies

and research into Human Aware Navigation, which highlight the advantages mentioned in

3.2, as well as the significant improvements in robotics safety without the requirement of
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physical barriers, this is due for change. The current guidelines operate from an objective

viewpoint, humans do not.

The first steps into achieving this would be to further assess how an industrial robot

arm’s speed and proximity effect an operator’s mental workload and comfort whilst working

collaboratively with the robot, when the robot is utilising a human avoidance algorithm.

The study will benefit from assessing if there is a significant change on the operator’s mental

workload and comfort with a robot of larger size and payload. This data can then be used

to further inform and improve current safety guidelines and Human Aware Navigation in

industrial robot arms. By furthering our knowledge of this key aspect in HRI, the acceptance

of industrial robot arms in a shared workspace can be considered that much closer.
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